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Complex valued random variables £> s E I, with finite second moments 
being simply Z^-functions on a probability space, problems involving only the 
second moments are naturally set in the corresponding Hilbert space, the 
expectation £[4^/] = B(s, i) serving as the inner product. Throughout this 
review all random variables will be assumed to have second moments, and 
also, for convenience only, the first moment will be taken to be zero. The 
parameter set I will be taken to be the interval (ex, /?) on the line, where a or 
/? may be infinite. B(s9 i) is the covariance function. Then (£,, s E I) is a 
stochastic process; or a curve in Hilbert space. For t E I, let Ht(Q be the 
closed linear hull of {£s: a < s < /} , let H(£) be the closure of the union of 
the #,(£)> t E I, and let Pt be the operator of orthogonal projection onto 
ƒƒ,(£). The theme of Rozanov's book is the temporal evolution of the family 
of nondecreasing subspaces (//,(£)> t E ƒ). This leads to questions in the 
geometry of Hilbert space naturally motivated by probabilistic consi
derations: {£/. a < s < t) represents the observations available up to time t, 
and for f < u < /?, P^ is the best linear predictor (in the sense of mean 
square error) of £, in terms of the past up to time /. The process (£„ t E ƒ), 
will be assumed left-continuous, and this implies the same property for the 
family (Hn t E I) and also the separability of #(£)• For simplicity £, is taken 
to be complex-valued, but much recent work in the area has been devoted to 
vector space valued cases, and this is also the setting of Rozanov's book. 

The notion of an innovations process associated with (£„ / E ƒ) is due to 
Cramer [1], [2], [3]; for a related development see Hida [7]. It can be shown 
that there exists a finite or infinite sequence £(l) of elements of H(Q so that 
on putting £/'> = PtÇ® the following conditions hold: (i) Ht(ÇW)±Ht(Ç

U)) 
for i^j; (ii) setting Ft

{ï) = E[\Çt®\2]9 Fu) is absolutely continuous with 
respect to F(/> forj > i; ƒƒ,(£) = 2 , © #,(£,)• Of course each (f,(/), t E ƒ) is a 
process with orthogonal increments. The length of the sequence f(/) is called 
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